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IHTHOBUCTION
It is my belief that every creative act must stand
or fall on its intrinsic merits without recourse to props
or other would-be aids that anyonef authov or otherwise,
might attempt to supply. After the fact of creation the
only legitimate manner by which the author may attempt to
strengthen his work is by revision. He may, if he so desires,
use footnotes or appendices or introductions to explain what
he is attempting to do or say in his work. He has no right
to attempt to force the reader to accept or agree with what
the author hopes he has said in his work. The poem or story
must speak for itself. I make no claims that the poems in
this volume are great works of art; I do, however, claim
that if they make any pretense to being worth reading, this
claim must be supported by the poems themselves and not by
any word I may write in this introduction. The poems must
stand or fall solely on their intrinsic merit. If what they
have to say is not worth saying, or is said in a dull or
unintelligible manner, let them be forgotten.
I

have tried to make my poems speak in a loud, cle

manner about things and ideas and worlds and gods that in
terest or bother or elate or frustrate me. Some of the poems
are angry, some are satiric* some are slightly hysterical,
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and some are— poems • Each poem is a universe unto itself
and refl@cts# distorts, magnifies, or obscures a transitory
mood or idea that careened or crawled through my brain. No
poem is necessarily related to another poem even though both
poems may say something about the same subject. Ideally, I
would have the reader of these poems read no more than one
a sitting, so that there would be less chance of the separate
poems being blended into or identified with each other. In
short, I plead for the individual and unique and wonderful
existence of each poem as a small universe, a microcosmos,
unto itself.
The poems in this collection are largely satiric in
intent. This is not due to any especially jaundiced outlook
that possesses me, but is rather due to a deeply and sincerely
felt belief that there is literally nothing in our existence
that is not the better for being from time to time subjected
to attack. There ought to be no sacred cows. Let the blasters
and howlers turn the full force of their vitriol loose upon
whatever they desire. The asinine and. the unnecessary ideas
and ideals will perhaps vanish tinder the battering, and the
world will be the sweeter and the cleaner because of it; the
great, strong ideas and ideals will stand immovable and im
mutable, oblivious to the clamor.
Most of the poems in this volume are quite straight
forward in their statements. I do not use obscurity for its

i i i

own sake. It is used in certain poems to satirize the style
of other writers. 1 believe that a poem is a statement,
either of fact or fancy, and that the meaning of the state
ment should be as clear to the reader as is possible within
the framework of the poem. This does not eliminate beauty in
poetry, for some of the most beautiful poems in existence
are also poems that make extremely clear, strong statements.
There is, of course, the danger that poems written primarily
as statements will become buried in a morass of didacticism.
I have tried in these poems to walk the tightrope that sep
arates the gooey slush of art for artfs sake from the dead
end of pure didacticism. Each reader must judge for himself
as to how successful I have been.
The technical aspects of these poems require but
little explanation. They are obviously free verse with only
in rare instances any attempt at regular rhythm. They are
not, however, random in technique. In general, line length
is used as a device to represent syntactical units and to
dispense with punctation. Some of the poems may require
several readings before the exact structure becomes clear.
I do not feel there are any conscious attempts to deceive
the reader. As I have previously stated, I am primarily
interested in making statements that are also poetry, and
any devices used exist in an attempt to make the statements
more vivid or impressive.
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For the most part, these poems are written in a
colloquial, conversational style* X "believe that poetic
diction should be used only to a limited extent in poems,
such as my own, which are primarily concerned with making
statements# Poetic diction, when it is used, should not be
obtrusive, but should rather be worked naturally in to the
poem and should aid the poem in making its point#
Perhaps a brief explanation should be made con
cerning the title of this volume# Dark Charades was chosen
as the title because many of the poems are perhaps not quite
so straightforward as they seem# In some cases the exact
meaning or subject of the poem is not revealed until the
last few lines# In a sense, the reader is asked to attempt
to decipher the poem; that is, he is asked to attempt to
discover the meaning or the subject from the allusions and
illusions that are embodied in the poem# This is not ob
scurantism; it is rather an attempt to stir the mind of the
reader to greater participation in the poem. If the readers
of these poems are stirred in any way, then I am satisfied#

PREFACE
The poems
Expressed in this work
Are entirely the opinion
Of the me
And do not
Necessarily
Reflect the views
Of any other you
Living
Dead
Or indifferent
And
Any resemblance
To living loving poems
By any other name
May be presumed
(Always of course
Barring the subconscious(
To be purely
Ninety-nine and forty-four
Or whatever exactly
Co
in
ci
den
tal

THEBE SIT IN JUDGMENT
The summons dully received
I myself properly arrayed
In exact correct approved shade
Of homespun union sackcloth
And at the heaven appointed hour
Did my coporeal body
Plus egodriven mind
Present for comprehensive examination
In the hopeless field
That a cosmic ally practical joker
Had undesired thrust upon me
I said at beginning time
To this unwanted unfelt
But unresistable thrusting drive
I cannot
The reply
Pelt unspoken
You will
Now after fuzzyefforts
To unknown what
My blips in hand
My paper offspring
I duly commend to Olympian trio
Their exalted comments awaited
I sweat back in solemn silence
They stir
Judgment
Is undiluted to be rendered
The first arose
hiccoughed
belched
Potted his katy
and
Between pinches on passing bosoms
Did speak*
This verse?
My god
I need a drink
After reading this
It fs oblivious that you
Will never be a poet
Oh
Xou have no hope
I t fs true
Your verses
Do not scan and

Are most irregularly kept
Wandering like the fabled word
Over the bleached
white
Ifege
Besmirching it
m
o
s
Drably
t
Another sign
That is approved I note
You do not rim©
Well
good
but
Alas
one
Great
Fault
I
Find
Your
Verses
Oh sob oh
Your verses
I say
Can be understood
(He palsied and scrotum-clutched
to remain astanding startled)
You must learn
I say
You must learn
Through dre&dy efforts
To wrap your message
Your idea
Your say
In onyx tissue and verbal gymnastics
Until the meaning (if any)
)The best have none(
Must be with miner’s lamps
And wales of DTs
Searched out by
Predatory applicators
Who will safari
Through your mushtic words
This is their Joy
And you must give it to them
For— -the secret I freely give—
By explication only
Is bastard immortality achieved
In short (fill my glass)
To be noted and mitted

You must obscure your thoughts
Obscure
Obscure
Obscure
I sang a dirge of life or innate
Meaningle ssue ss
And my fame because
I
Am a problem
is sured.
He farted
and sat
down
Pale aesthete with old maid voice
Spoke the second
(Too weak he was to rise)
In hollow voice singsonq
He weeped the wope
g
)But did not dare the dirge (s
Your verse X have digested
Polysyllabically
in my
Atrophied intestines
Alas I fear
It is too violent
It could not pass the canons
There is violence in you
Toward among others
Our most respectful institutions
You are not at peace
My son
It is true
That in my youthful days
A thousand years ago
I felt severe disatisfaction
With the status quo
It was the eruelest time
I thought
And only straw men lived
But then the light enveloped me
And I came home to peace
The enfranchised bosom
I embraced
Pell into and now
Halflife content to live
I smirk at unbelievers
This my road
Is your hope my Son
Forgets your violence
Forgives your hatreds

Do not battle
Surrender to the smothering embrace
Of the allforgiving mother
Join me and await
Doomsday
In beatific contentment
Amen
Amen
Amen
(He lit a candle
and fell
asleep)
The third (let out especially)
Shaggily arose
Let a few moths escape
And bellowed:
Spumoni
Biscuit tortonl He 1low
Joe
Waal naow
I ’ve
examined YOUR
Pomes real Careful
i Think
well
yOur pumes now
They’re alright as
FAR
astheygo
BUT
You won’t be a real poet
Until you get into politickink
Like ME
Sadly
I picked the
wrongbecauselosing
side
But you may fare better
Of course
You can if desiring join
My insane fasci party
Of which I am the LORD and
ORLY
member
Your pomes?
Really I ’m too busy
tobebothered
I must canto on
I have to write the last
WORD
(They led him madly away)

Thunderstruck by Olympian
Poetbolts I shattered
Asundered smashed
fallen
Lay me down to sigh
Oh is it so
I fear it must
The words have spoken
The voices dripped derision
Weep not
My muse
These three
Trio divine
Better know than does a cosmic jester
For they have been articled
And followed close after
By hordes of worshipful gnats
In chattering clouds
That insure immortality
I ’m sorry muse
But the words are aloud

I

X

I

I

I

DO NOT KNOW HOW
My lacks too great
Put away my feeble creatings
Get out the
Secondaries
and
I
Will scholarly
Article
A safe nobody
For critical delectation

7
CQNVEHSATIGU OVEHHEARD
Prepare the spit
W e ’ll baste this creator to a turn
Until w e ’ve stripped aw ay the meat
And left but the skeleton
Got the hammers ready for the bones
Don’t worry
I have all the instruments here
Explication can be a bloody business
Got the anaesthetic
You have to make the scum
Hold still before you can safely
2?ear into them
I know
It’s best to wait until they die
Then they can’t fight back
I t ’s more sporting
Though
To get them on the wing
And kill them while they live
But that’s dangerous
Better to be safe
And wait until they die
And no one reads them anylonger
Except
Of course
Freshmen
And professors
And critics
Wait a minute!
You must be new to the game
We don’t read anything
Except each other’s
Words
I t ’s only newcomers to the game
Who learning the trade
Heed to read the primary sources
We expert dissectors
Doubly safe
Do our knifing
Of the creators
By reading only secondary sources
Let me tell you
After you have a reputation
You don’t dare read primaries
If your fellows
Caught you at it
Why
It makes me tremble

8

You’d be read right off the gravy train

OHHHEHHH
Quick
Miltown
There
That’s better
The trembling has stopped
Now where was I
Oh yes
Is the subject quiet
WHAT
He won’t go under
No
Don’t tell me h e ’s one of those
God damn it
How did I get in this mess
Why didn’t I stick to a safe one
One long moldered
With only the bones left
To pound
So we of the brotherhood
Could with safety
Go at it
Don’t just stand there
W e ’ve got to explicate ourselves
Out of this mess
We have to figure out
A way to let
Ourselves
off
the
hook
Without anyone noticing
Gosh
I ’ve never seen you so excited
Just because the subject
Keeps twitching
Give me the hammer
I ’ll quiet him
NO
Put that
down
Good god
Don’t these youngsters have any sense nowadays
Murder has to be done
Quietly
Smoothly
When no one is looking
And see

Hie twitching
Is beginning to attract attention
People notice things like that
And then we have to be very careful
Look
H e fs stirring even more
I guess we*11 just have to
Give up on him
Just be quiet
People forget
quickly
W e fll have to lay low
For a little while
And explicate only
The tried and truly dead
Oh
Why can't they co-operate
And die
And let us bleed them
Jesus I hate these sonofbitches
Who won't die
Or let us kill them
When no one*s looking
They fight back
It Isn't fair
They create against us
Knowing that we can't create
And can only pick each other*s words
And then
They always seem to have
People
Reading them
People that never read us
Isn't it unfair
Sometimes I could cry
If I didn’t have my hate
To sustain me
I hate them
These living ones
Who never die
But live on with the people
Despite our best efforts
If only we could find their secret
Those living ones
Then maybe we could slay them
Properly embalm them
Decently bury them
Serenly use them
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m
What’s the use
They won’t die
We try our best
To bury them
Alive
Under mountains of verbal manure
But somehow
They always appear again
With stink of the critic
On them
It’s hopeless
From now on
I ’m going to stick to dead ones
Yes
But even dead ones
Sometimes come to life
And then what
Your best won’t help you then
You’re right
I know
I know how
To be safe
After this
I will explicate
Only
The explications of my
Fellows
At last
SAFE
Pardon me
I have to go
Pick up my
Paycheck

thb death of og
He was a good man
Th© preacher dully said
After 0g had timely died
The worms
H&w ever
fere choosy
And did not agree
The flavor
It seems
Was too hitter
The maggots
On the other hand
Made not a complaint
And Qg
On rotting
Was very good indeed

THIS IS THE SECRET
Say
Would you mind telling me
How on this earth you do it?
I mean
How in the temper of this time
Ho you manage to maintain
Such a hippy happy air
Of unbridled nonchalance
And bright eyed blissfulness
Don’t you realize that
The world—
Yours and mine and everybody’s—
Is going to hell
Just as
Beep beep
East as everyone
Zoom
Can drive it
Speak up my friend
I ’d like to get in on
Your secret
Maybe we could bottle it
It would be worth millions
Maybe even a vice-presidency
In a somewhere company
And secondarily
(Just between us)
It might make this littered globe
Somahappy
And if you’re happy
Why
Who cares if it all comes to bang
Mushrooms have long been esteemed
As a delicacy
Radiation is good
Bitter blast
For the soul of vermin
So
SPEAK UP
Tell me your deepdarkyed
Hurry up
I haven’t got all day
My time is worth ?
You know
I won’t tell anyone else
The formula you have
For calm regarding
Of these soberly hysterical

13
Clines
How do you manage
That peaceful poiseful
Expression
Oh
I ’m dreadfully sorry
To have "bothered you
I didn’t realize
Tou see
I really hadn’t noticed
That you were
Dead

STANDARD DISCO TORY
The other day
I discovered
That my life has a "body
Of course
I had been aware
For some time
That I was dragging
Something
Around with me
Everywhere I went
Still
It came as quite a shock
When I found out
Exactly what it is
That weighs me down
And keeps my feet
Deluded in clay
It is really difficult
To levitate oneself
When bound by ropes of flesh
To mortal flesh
And definite dying
WhyJust as I prepare
To take off
On some fancied flight
To nowhere
Just
So to say
As my mental engine
Is warmed sufficently
To allow the at least attempt of flight
Suddenly
And nearly always
My body cuts the throttle
Of my mind
And diverts my hopeful plot
To earthly things
Some begging to be busted blonde
Perhaps
Or
More often
A bodily twinge that none too gently
Serves to remind me
Of the presence of my albatross
And I must take time

To search out; the medicine
That dulls my memory of earth and dust
For a finite moment
In short
That body of mind
Is always getting in my way
And preventing my tuning in
The infinite
Or flying to the hollow spheres
And the worst of all
The undeniable fact

Is

That no matter how my body plagues me
I can’t seem to do a thing
Without it
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QUBSTIOHS

0 l
When
The universe has tritely died
Do you suppose
Someone
Will remember
To let us know?
# 2
After the final count is taken
And the score added up
Do you think
There will be anything to enter
In
The Humber Who Lived
Column?

0 3
Before things get completely out of hand
Shouldn’t one of us go tell God
That
He really does exist?
#
Is there any truth to the rumour
That the rocket’s red glare
Is in actuality
The blood-shot eye of
God?
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SURVIVOR
I was
It seems
Tile Last Poet
The others had been hunted down
Quietly
While all were looking
With moneyed bullets
And honeyed words
By the universities
the foundations
the Henry R
the hot panting ladies
There was only
Myself
Standing form
Against the sliding waves
Of cash down culture
Observing from my ivoryplastic tower
The others of my blood
Basking in the dollarglow
Their faces lighted
Their works illuminated
By easy life
And secure dying
Their only problem
How most in the realms of their self-interest
To wield their prestige
With no longer any need
To worry about being bought
So I watched them
In their easy dancing days
And bedfull nights
And my anger grew
And my wrath rose to mountain heights
And I prayed
Por the revelation
Oh muse oh muse
Rise in your awful grandeur
Rise in your solemn majesty
And tell me
Quickly
Where do I go
To surrender?
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LOST AM) POUKD
Pardon me
I seem to have lost a life
Somewhere around here
Whose?
My own
I t ’s not very important
But it is the only one I have
And I ’m quite sentimentally attached to it
X wonder
If you could help me look for it
I know you’re vary busy
And I ’m really awfully sorry
To bother you
With an unimportant request like this
But—
Oh I understand perfectly
You needn’t apologize
I know you’re a very busy person
I won’t detain you
Any longer
Thanks anyway
I ’ll just have a look around
And if I don’t find it
Well
I t ’s no great loss
II
Did you find it?
Why yes I did
Thank you for asking about it
It didn’t take long to find it
But then I ’ve always been lucky
At finding things
Important things
Why
I once found a fifty-do liar bill
Of course
It turned out to be counterfeit
And the cops beat me up
Because they didn’t believe my story
When I told them I found it
But still
It might have been real
There were other things
Once I found love
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But that turned out
To be counterfeit
Also
But on the whole
I think I've been pretty lucky
At finding things
And I as store you
That I am going to be extra careful with it
Now that we axe together again
Actually
It's even better now
Than it was before I lost it
Being away from me
Did it some good
I believe It actually matured
While it was lost
Oh yes
I'm going to keep it under lock and key
Prom now on
I'm not taking anymore chances
With it
I plan to keep it under wraps
Maybe even refrigerate it
After all
It is the only one I have
Even if no one else thinks much of it
I do
I never really appreciated it
Until I lost it
I was hopeless
When I didn't have it
And naturally
I couldn't go out without it
People don't want you around
If you don't have one
It embarrasses them
And everyone is uneasy
They don't know what to do or say
Because after all
They all have one of some sex or other
And besides
Even if mine isn't as fancy
As some of theirs
At least
It is all mine
And I don't owe any payments on it
No one has a mortage* on it
Except
Some god or other
I'm not sure just which one
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At the moment
I suppose I *11 find out
When I finally turn it in
But I don’t expect that
To he for some time yet
Because finding it again
Has been a kind of rebirth
And I have
To get acquainted with it
All over again
It rather surprises me
But I ’m actually enjoying it
Yes
All things considered
I wouldn’t trade it
For anyone else’s
Hot even for a newer model
I fll just clunk along with it
Until it wears me out
And we come to an amiable parting of the ways
So you see
Important sir
I really do feel
That
All things considered
I ’m a pretty lucky person
To have found my life again
Well
I ’m glad you found it
And are happy with it
I ’m sorry I couldn’t help you
Look for it
When you asked me
But as I said
I ’m a very busy man
And it takes every moment of my time
And every bit of my energy
To keep up with my own
Sometimes I think
It’ll kill me
Just trying to keep up with it
See what I mean
There it goes
I ’ll have to run after it
Or I might lose it
I feel certain that if I happened to lose mine
I ’d never see it again
Damn
It’s almost out of sight

Got to run
See you sometime
And maybe we can have a longer talk
That is
If this life of mine
Ever slows down
And gives me a chance
To live

CRITIC#S DREAM
I dreamed
That God died
So
I at once got out my tools
And went right to work
And
Explicated him

IDLE THOUGHT
Like the snail
And as important
C* Died
And as noticed
Left an empty memory
That the child picked up
Put upon the shelf
Looked at now and then
But never
Never
Touched

—

A STATEMENT OF OBVIOUS FACT
God
It seems
Has this one sterling quality
Which must recommend him
In no matter what guise
He is owned
And that is
We can bend him to our will
It matters not
That w© are totally ignorant
Of his appearance
Or for that matter
We are not even sure
If he exists
But
Like electricity
We us© him
In almost any manner
And to any end
That we desire
Since we are
Supremely insulated
We make us of him
With impunity
Yes
We have him so well trained
That we are almost never shocked

25

HERE IS THE SONG OF OUR TOMORROW
Here is the song of our tomorrow*
The siren’s too late wail
The hopeless flight to empty safety
The searing blast
The invisible burning unknown
The beauty of flesh decaying into death
The slivered bones and erupting blood
The races equal in the silent death
In the dreadful beauty of the smoking death
Chorus:
Oh
The bombs
The Bombs
THE BOMBS
haHjesussonofgodhailjesussonofgodhailjeeuasonofgodhail
L* Envoi:
The fiery fingers smear the earth
The shattered cities die as they lived
The violence and the filth cement their eminence
and so we die
as we lived
In violence and filth

—

....

-

--- -
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THE LOKER
There is
Safely tucked away
In a somewhere corner
Of my brain
My personal private universe
And to this farfetched infinite
I retire
When the vomiting world
Begins to beat
A lustful path
To my unbarred door
And while the hordes of question marks
Batter at my hopeless portal
To^unhinged tdrealize
That locks ar4 not for such as me
At least not in advance
And that all they need
Is the handle turned
To have at my nakedness
While this goes on
I say
I quietly retire
To unknown solitude
Where I glare and sulk
Curse and spit
Blaming the world
But never myself
For this uninvited
And precisely unsought
I ntrusion of my prideful privacy
And when at last some brighter ape
Deigns to try the handle
Discovering in blank amaze
That it turns
And the horde pours through
Trampling each other
In bloody haste
To secure me to them
Why
Alas
The last synapse to fertile thought
I have to close
Shutting off my brainwave thoughts
AAnd nonfunctioning sit and sit and sit and sit

LlffE
Life—
Someone in a somewhere
Or other world
Once said—
is a raw beefsteak
hanging on the wall
Mostly
I agree with the statement
That life is a dripping
Slab of protein
But
What I don’t comprehend
Is how
.Anyone could think
That life is simply a resting
Regardless of the comfortable degree
The way life seems to me
Today
It would be more correct to say
That life
Is a raw beefsteak
Being grilled slowly
Over a sputtering stammering flame
It bothers me
What is happening to this slab
I mean
Because when you come right down
To the protein facts of life
That raw beefsteak
Hanging
or
grilling
Is me and you and
God help us
It is even everyone else
I guess that is what
I really don’t understand
i*e.
If it is everyone’s life
That is being so treated
Why is it that
So far
As I can make out
After examining all the facts
M ’am
That filter through
The smoke and smog

I seam
To be
The only one
Who worries about
It?

29
ALONE
Speck
flyblown perhaps
I on this eternal rock
A passerby sit
Swiftly passing through
The rock unmoving
unwaiting
Waits for nothing
I cannot wait
Perhaps already too late
The wind of time rashes through me
And chills my bleach-white bones
II
TO HELL WITH THIS
I am a man!
Time’s screaming hurricane
Will not daunt me
Surrender?
Never!
We will meet
Time and I
In Armageddon bloodlustful
The force of battle the universe
Will shake
The tired gods will wake with fear in their
Cold grey hearts
Wonder in their blank brains
Will seethe
As man and Time
In bloodrage fury meet
III
The victory must be mine
Death is my ally
Against Time’s raging spite
Death is my final victory
Against the keenhoned scythe
When desperate for weapons against the
Beast
Death to my side will step
Place his white hand
Upon my hatefurrowed brow
He will sooth away
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the hate
the love
the fear
ALT< ALL

Take me to his soft hosom
Death will give me victory
And I will contented
Sleep
Beyond Time’s infinite reach
In a timeless NOW
With Nothingness my companion
And sweetsoft Death
My
Victory Supreme

EPITAPH # 1
The feeble flashy freshmen
Dogwise
Trot through the money minded ^bes
To osmosis the ivy pueblo pablum
Of democratized unlearning
The intent—
To progress the process
Long well advanced
In junior years
Of emancipated ignorance
The prescribed day® dully passed
The now senior is
O F F I C I A L L Y
Stamped sealed signed
The synthetic sheepskin is delivered
Bearing in letters of money
The herald of the news*
The unlearning process is complete
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LONG AFTER NQDIN
There he sits
Look at him
The bastard
You can tell one every time
The eyes
The eyes give them away
Always
The eyes are troubled
Not blank
Like ours
Trouble?
Yeah i trouble for him
For us maybe if we don’t act fast
You can’t trust them
Not that kind
They’re never satisfied with things
Always running things down
As if this wasn’t perfect
Notice—
He’s by himself
They’re usually that way
They can’t even get along
With each other
There’s no place for their kind
In our world
Let’s put him out of it
Good ideal

^uiet
Now
W e ’re close enough
Ok
GET HIM

THE RELUCTANT MUSE
Listen

Muse
X asked you
To come
And X know damned well
You heard me
Why dicing you come?
It makes me mad
If there is one thing
I canft stand
Itfs a frigid muse
One who
Like a bunch of ciay
Or a dreary eliot
Just lays there
Blank-eyed and faintly bored
Instead of raising m©
To unhitherto heard of hots
Of seedful creating
After all
Muse
I have carefully observed
The prescribed prerequisites
Considered necessary
By the most of minds
To rouse you to reciprocation
And when one fulfills
The requirements
Why
Naturally
One expects results
Look here
I*m certain you
Can find not a single error
In my preparations
I have dressed in the most
Conformed of bohemian fashion
With just the oh so right amount
Of off-beat style
Not too far out
However
But just the poet line
Ear enough
And my attitude toward life
I think you will find
Is poetly proper
With the correct amount

3*

Of biased indifference
Toward everything the clods value
Sued as honesty and work and faith and hope and e
Ho
Muse
I value nothing hut you
That is
I would value you
If you would stop ignoring me
At all moments
And at least wink at me
Now and then
Well
As X was saying
My attitude toward literature should also
Please you muchly
I have the proper
Avant guard opinion
Of anything understandable
Or readable
And
If you ever decide to come
I fully Intend
To copiously lard
Our offspring
With incomprehensible allusions
And phrases from moldy languages
And metaphors so opaque
That only I
W i n be able to extricate them
Thereby assuring m©
I mean us
Of a substantial income
From lecture tours
And readings
Avec musiquef non?
Weil
Don’t you think
Muse
That I deserve to have you come
And start me on the honeyed way
To moneyed days
What’s that
Do I have what
Talent?
Talent l
Wait a minute
Nobody mentioned that
As a prerequisite
To musing
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I ’ve been swindled!
That’s one thing
I can’t get
By posing
Or pretending
Or copying
This is an outrage!
I won’t stand for it
You’re nothing but a con artist
And by god
I ’ll fix your wagon
Just wait and see
You know what I ’m going to do?
I ’m going to tell the Chamber of Commerce
And the Better Business Bureau
About your con game
That’ll fix your star
Why
You won’t be admitted
Into even the university homes
I ’ll show you
That earth has no fury
Like a would-be poet
Scorned
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All tight
You Daddy~ohs
Gather round
And GET HEADY 4
a
DADA speech
da
da
Spelled backward’s
No not me
Nature*s
Pardon M ’e
I firmly believe etc
That this littleoldworld
God’s gift to—
Who?
Anyway
Where was
I?
Oh yes
This world
Nature’s great achievement
(Whatever became of God?
)Some body said he dies
But personally I have it on the best but unknown
authority that he()
*
I repeat
This world of ours
Isn’t that talking a lot for granted?
Look
lif etimefortune Saturday eveningpo st
If you don’t like it here
Etc
Some people I just don’t know
Etc etc etc
This world— shut up
Goddamnit 1 emmef ini sh
Etc
This world

WORDS
X LIKE TO

With
FLAX

Stand them on their s
d
a
e
h
k
e them to make me laugh
1
Split them o p e
n
To see what makes them trick

T

t and r-tfr'.w them
wis
Finch and Judy them
But
Alas
No matter how I
tt r
S ca
them
e
The rubbery relics
No matter how I senseless them
Insist upon they do
Spronging
Back into mental shape

—

PfiffiUDB
I alone
Waiting without reason
Or hope
In crystalclear sadness
Weeping silent
To the lou&long skies
I am disrupt
By lonesome lying days
By sindark weeks of nights
Each empty second
A lifelong now
Eternities slain with each "breath
Eorever is ray sentence
I alone
Without reason
Or hope

THB KDGF OF BBTQND
Out tliere
Somewhere
Is the far edge of beyond
Where the answer
Waits
To be discovered
By that adventurous traveller
Who has the golden courage
To raise himself from life
And make the loveloug journey
To where ever
And whenever
Is the far fair edge of beyond
II
The far edge of beyond—
The strange halflight half dark words
Of subtle shade and semishadow
Tempted me in my lovedrear daye
And I roused myself
From my summer sleep
My slumbering immuring deep deep sleep
My dark dear shadow sleep
And I roused myself
And I journeyed on
Toward the sun’s last rim
Beyond the planet’s song
Of life and love and death
And I journeyed on
Toward the last dark seed
Of my somewhere universe
And at lonesome last
There
In the breach of my finite days
Alone
In the futile fear
Of my longing life
Of my leaping loving life
And sterile death
I stood
At my desire’s bite
The fair far edge of beyond
And there
In my humanity
Alone
I stood
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And with ©yes unseeing
I saw
Reflected in eyes long dark
With life
The answer
The finality
To all the guests
Of forever#
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imGMSNT
Blueyed dragons
Gazing cartwheels of fire
From almondoval eyes
Stampede In glandular contortions
Through my freudfright ened brain
Heaven is on fire
Cold tongues of flame lick my unrecorded id
Top flaming skyscrapers
Leap maddened
At dark wholes of infinities

YES 10?*S ALWAYS TIME
CLICK
Tiie eyclopean machine
Stirs
Before the speed of light inrush
Of particles electronically
Charged
The lightless eye flickers
No longer cataractic
In its blindness
The nightly creation of secon-hand
Life
Has its beginnings
The tubes
Collectivised brain with
Tungsten wire synapses
Glow
The reverse one eye
Sees nothing
But is gaped moron-faced
By automatic people
Who semiconsciously
Inhale
Their nightly dose
Of makebeliewaviolence
Makebelievc humor
Make believe death
Aperfect complement to
Their makebelieve
Lives

'

SOLILOQUY
The moon and I
Alone
Yet far together as near apart
Unrelated brothers in void
Each his own sadbright universe
Our interwoven directed paths
We unknowing travel
Ho rage within
No h
The
thless meaninglessness
We do not seek
Who can search
An unexistent no
No matter
Alien comrades we move
Each toward his at once
or later
Unknown fate
No hope
No despair
Cold
Deadalive vie©versa
Reflected corpses
We b u m our dark light
Cold
On equally all
With dual uneffect
The final answer
Comes*
Nil

IMPRESSION
Upjutting
Sheersided mesa
Prom the redhrown plain
The gods
They say
Once lived there
Impassive copperhued faces
No flicker in darkdeep eyes
Still hopelessly dance
The secret shrouded ritual
Leather feet intricate
In rhythmic otherworld designs
But the gods are dead
The immortal tourist
However
Gives dollarwise
The sign

______________________________________

EGO
I am existence
All is myself
Creation waits hinged on my being
My red rage brain
Brings all that positive
Stabs all that negative
My murdered hope slays the universe
Only the egorich self
And God survive
That
The deadly question
Tortures my seasad soul
Can: God—
my frankenstein creation
existent beyond the dream
powerful beyond the hope
God—
my omnipotent being to dissolve
my single desire
But—
the unasked unanswered question
writhes within
Can ego driven self halt
At all powerful desire
Shall dissolution ever
My infinite self embrace
Doomed to eons unknowing
I unthinking await the
Answer
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THIS IS THE WAY
The stoneless wall opens
Pass ageright through
Forget and joy disco vex^
In blissbrimming glass
Nirvana is beyond this road
The Three Martini Bliss awaits
Come my brothers in dying search
Approach the sanctified wood
Fear not
All will be forgotten
Forgiven
When righteously penetrated
By the liquid bloodbath
Approach
Come
Enter
My sobersided drainers
Beseech you
Drink
Deep
Let the other-life inward
Loose the unrepentant joy
Within
Partake
Bathe the worldweary soul
It is here
here

Weep
Drink

HERE
In sober dragon array
The liquid key to weeping joy
Fo rgetfulne ss
Neolife
Drain the glass
Embrace the martyred empty
Fire within
YOU
Equal—
Greater!
Than gods
When you have sipped the liquid manna
I joyfully dispense the other-life
I am the prophet and the judas
Drink
Forget
Forgive
I preach a dreadful joy
Spurn the dark thuaderer

Master of war and vengeance
M b race the holy flagon
The sacred blood once bathed it
It keys the way
To other-life
Greater life
Forgetting life
The universe is here
In crystalline woolworth
Awaiting parchedwet lips
The fire beckons
kiss reality goodbye
Embrace liquidlovely fire
And die
to life

—

DANGER
The roar
At first
A subdued mutter
But
As I went
Down the street
It grew
Louder
and
longer
Angry
Louder
A beast on the loose
On the prowl
In full pursuit
Of some hopeless victim
I turned the c o m e r
The roar
Still throat
Struck
I saw
Down the street
Rushing to me
A figure
The beast
Mob close behind
The figure
Man
Approached
Running hysterically
Sobbing
I grabbed him
We fought
briefly
Then
winner
I thrust him
And myself
Behind the barricade
Of a door
drew my pistol
Fired
In the air
The mob hesitated
Afraid
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To rush the door
Gunguarded door
The roar
Subsided
To an angry mutter
I turned to the panting man
Who with frightfilled eyes
Stared at the barrier door
That now saved him from the beast
I asked
What did you do to make them angry?
I don't know I don't understand
I only tried to make them better#
But what exactly did you do?
All I did was tell them the truth about themselves.
Look!
There's one trying to sneak up on us!
Where ?
Don't let them get me!
He looked in the direction I had pointed
I put the muzzle of the gun
Against my head
And pulled
The trigger
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